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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Results

Survey 352145

Number of records in this query: 61
Total records in survey: 209
Percentage of total: 29.19%
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q1

Which webinar did you attend today:

Answer Count Percentage

Foundations for Success (A1) 61 100.00%  
Mindset for Transformation (A2) 0 0.00%  
Naturally Healthy Habits (A3) 0 0.00%  
Freedom from Emotional Eating (A4) 0 0.00%  
Body Acceptance (A5) 0 0.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q1

Which webinar did you attend today:

                                        page 3 / 16

/survey/index.php/admin/survey/sa/view/surveyid/352145


Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q3

I would rate the webinar overall as:

Answer Count Percentage

Very poor (L001) 0 0.00%  
Poor (L002) 0 0.00%  
Average (L003) 0 0.00%  
Good (L004) 19 31.15%  
Very good (L005) 42 68.85%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q3

I would rate the webinar overall as:
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/survey/index.php/admin/survey/sa/view/surveyid/352145


Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ001)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar registration were smooth and efficient]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 1 1.64%  
Disagree (L002) 1 1.64%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 1 1.64%  
Agree (L004) 21 34.43%  
Strongly agree (L005) 37 60.66%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ001)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar registration were smooth and efficient]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ2)

Webinar registration and delivery [The presentation was clear and logical]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 1 1.64%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 0 0.00%  
Agree (L004) 19 31.15%  
Strongly agree (L005) 41 67.21%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ2)

Webinar registration and delivery [The presentation was clear and logical]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ3)

Webinar registration and delivery [The stated learning aims were met]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 1 1.64%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 2 3.28%  
Agree (L004) 23 37.70%  
Strongly agree (L005) 35 57.38%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ3)

Webinar registration and delivery [The stated learning aims were met]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ4)

Webinar registration and delivery [The webinar enhanced my understanding of the topic]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 1 1.64%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 4 6.56%  
Agree (L004) 19 31.15%  
Strongly agree (L005) 37 60.66%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ4)

Webinar registration and delivery [The webinar enhanced my understanding of the topic]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ5)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar delivery were smooth and efficient]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 1 1.64%  
Disagree (L002) 2 3.28%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 0 0.00%  
Agree (L004) 24 39.34%  
Strongly agree (L005) 34 55.74%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ5)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar delivery were smooth and efficient]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q4

Do you have any other comments about this webinar?

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 23 37.70%  
No answer 38 62.30%  

ID Response

6 Glenn is a very engaging presenter with a clear rationale and broad ranging understanding of
the issue of weight management. I learnt heaps.

9 Great!
15 some breaks in transmission but not a major problem.
16 Fantastic introduction and different presentation to the past. Such a refreshing change and

really great to have evidence based info aligning with things we know. Great presenter too -
really looking forward to the next 4.

26 Very interesting and informative, thank you.
27 Refreshing approach to hear Glenn talk about the shift away from weight loss.  Great

presenter and presentation.  thank you
29 Great start!  Thank you.
30

Glenn, that was a really thorough but easy to understand discussion of both the theoretical
and clinical aspects of the topic, and as a private practice clinician I really appreciated you
showing us and giving us access to some of your tools and worksheets -  I always like to see
how other practices do things!  

31 Enjoyed the session - Glenn presents well. I had 2 interruptions! Is it the recording of the
session that is emailed to me so I am able to view it again? Regards, Charmaine Morse

33 The presenter's passion for this work shines through.  I appreciate the comprehensiveness of
the material presented and that it is evidence based.  I also appreciate the very clear
explanations of practical interactions that can be used with clients.   I am looking forward to
exploring the associated website and recommended readings and am very much looking
forward to the next sessions.  

38 Glenn was very informative and answered questions very well. So thank you sir.
39 Excellent overall.  This is the first approach to losing weight/weight management that makes

sense to me. Looking forward to next one and to be able to help my clients with weight
management/holistic health more effectively.

46 Fantastic presenter - food for thought, not weight gain!!
47 Great start!
49 I didn't receive my log in details until right before the webinar commenced.
52 Very informative, and laid a great foundation for the rest of the series. Thanks!
55 It was excellent. 
57 I would have liked to have a copy of the presentation notes available before the presentation

to make it easier to follow and make it easier to take and make notes.
60 Several times through the webinar the presentation froze and then tried to "catch up" with

itself which at times made it difficult to follow. This seemed particularly problematic during the
Q and A section.

64 Has some technical issues with watching the webinar eg frozen picture etc.
65 Easy to register and log in. I could not open the notes initially, however logged out and in

again and it was resolved. 
Would be enhanced by knowing where to go to watch again though.

67 Overall I was really pleased with the webinar - it was a good use of my time as I felt I was
learning the whole time and new and different ways of thinking about weight management
and how to help myself and clients with their overall wellbeing.

69 well worth the time
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Results

Survey 352145

Number of records in this query: 42
Total records in survey: 209
Percentage of total: 20.10%
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q1

Which webinar did you attend today:

Answer Count Percentage

Foundations for Success (A1) 0 0.00%  
Mindset for Transformation (A2) 42 100.00%  
Naturally Healthy Habits (A3) 0 0.00%  
Freedom from Emotional Eating (A4) 0 0.00%  
Body Acceptance (A5) 0 0.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q1

Which webinar did you attend today:
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q3

I would rate the webinar overall as:

Answer Count Percentage

Very poor (L001) 0 0.00%  
Poor (L002) 0 0.00%  
Average (L003) 1 2.38%  
Good (L004) 10 23.81%  
Very good (L005) 31 73.81%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q3

I would rate the webinar overall as:
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ001)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar registration were smooth and efficient]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 1 2.38%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 0 0.00%  
Agree (L004) 9 21.43%  
Strongly agree (L005) 32 76.19%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ001)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar registration were smooth and efficient]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ2)

Webinar registration and delivery [The presentation was clear and logical]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 0 0.00%  
Agree (L004) 12 28.57%  
Strongly agree (L005) 30 71.43%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ2)

Webinar registration and delivery [The presentation was clear and logical]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ3)

Webinar registration and delivery [The stated learning aims were met]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 0 0.00%  
Agree (L004) 15 35.71%  
Strongly agree (L005) 27 64.29%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ3)

Webinar registration and delivery [The stated learning aims were met]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ4)

Webinar registration and delivery [The webinar enhanced my understanding of the topic]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 2 4.76%  
Agree (L004) 16 38.10%  
Strongly agree (L005) 24 57.14%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ4)

Webinar registration and delivery [The webinar enhanced my understanding of the topic]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ5)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar delivery were smooth and efficient]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 1 2.38%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 3 7.14%  
Agree (L004) 12 28.57%  
Strongly agree (L005) 26 61.90%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ5)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar delivery were smooth and efficient]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q4

Do you have any other comments about this webinar?

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 17 40.48%  
No answer 25 59.52%  

ID Response

72 Slides better this week, could read them without any difficulty.
Inspirational talks.  Really feel I would like to work in this area now.

80 great practical tools, easy to use and introduce to clients. great ideas to use not only for
weight management clients but also with all clients. Thank you!

81 Thank you for the very useful  information
86 Kept pausing / freezing and would then pick up where communication was left off but very

frustrating to have it so interrupted.
89 Again very informative.  Just had a bit of problem with sound in initial minutes of the question

and answer period.
90 Reminder to attendees that they need to have formal training in hypnosis. They can contact

The Australian Society for Hypnosis for their training programme.
94 It is a great topic and also aids my own skill base to further develop with some of my clients.
95 I kept getting an intermittent echo, not sure if this was my computer or a technical fault?  It

made it very difficult to follow the webinar completely so am very much looking forward to
receiving it in my inbox!

98 I really appreciate the generous nature of Glen to share his resources.  Thank you!
100 Glenn is a great presenter.  Very organised and practical. Thank you!!
104 Another excellent presentation in the series with great practical resources as well as research

and reasoning. Loving it and have already watched a bunch of the extra youtube clips
106 I like it that we are building our knowledge base and resources as we go along so I feel more

confident in the approach and how I can build that in when helping people
108 I would like to have seen some more evidence based mindset information
109 This is a great opportunity - especially for regional workers like myself
112 Thanks Glenn - enjoying the series.  Very engaging presentations, with clear and concise

information. 
113 I loved how Glenn has combined many principles and tools to create a really effective

program. He's made something quite complex, look elegant and also simple and doable.
Thank you.

117 I would very much like to have access to the slides prior to the webinar so that I can annotate
these as I listen rather than write separate  notes.
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Results

Survey 352145

Number of records in this query: 42
Total records in survey: 209
Percentage of total: 20.10%
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q1

Which webinar did you attend today:

Answer Count Percentage

Foundations for Success (A1) 0 0.00%  
Mindset for Transformation (A2) 0 0.00%  
Naturally Healthy Habits (A3) 42 100.00%  
Freedom from Emotional Eating (A4) 0 0.00%  
Body Acceptance (A5) 0 0.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q1

Which webinar did you attend today:
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q3

I would rate the webinar overall as:

Answer Count Percentage

Very poor (L001) 0 0.00%  
Poor (L002) 0 0.00%  
Average (L003) 2 4.76%  
Good (L004) 14 33.33%  
Very good (L005) 26 61.90%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q3

I would rate the webinar overall as:
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ001)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar registration were smooth and efficient]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 2 4.76%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 1 2.38%  
Agree (L004) 14 33.33%  
Strongly agree (L005) 25 59.52%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ001)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar registration were smooth and efficient]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ2)

Webinar registration and delivery [The presentation was clear and logical]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 1 2.38%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 0 0.00%  
Agree (L004) 17 40.48%  
Strongly agree (L005) 24 57.14%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ2)

Webinar registration and delivery [The presentation was clear and logical]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ3)

Webinar registration and delivery [The stated learning aims were met]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 1 2.38%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 1 2.38%  
Agree (L004) 13 30.95%  
Strongly agree (L005) 27 64.29%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ3)

Webinar registration and delivery [The stated learning aims were met]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ4)

Webinar registration and delivery [The webinar enhanced my understanding of the topic]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 1 2.38%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 2 4.76%  
Agree (L004) 15 35.71%  
Strongly agree (L005) 24 57.14%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ4)

Webinar registration and delivery [The webinar enhanced my understanding of the topic]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ5)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar delivery were smooth and efficient]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 2 4.76%  
Disagree (L002) 1 2.38%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 1 2.38%  
Agree (L004) 17 40.48%  
Strongly agree (L005) 21 50.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ5)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar delivery were smooth and efficient]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q4

Do you have any other comments about this webinar?

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 11 26.19%  
No answer 31 73.81%  

ID Response

129 Thank you for a great presentation 
132 Glenn is energetic and inspiring
136 Spent too much time with presnter reading text which was available on screen and could

have been set up as pre reading.
144 There was some problem with the sound....some was just delayed, which could be my

internet connection , but also one or twice there was no sound as Glenn was speaking.
Overall though, it was satisfactory and only small  parts (around 20 seconds each time) of the
webinar were lost

148 Very frustrating start and finish - I wasn't sent a link to get on to the webinar and tried to use
the one I was given for session 1. This worked for session 2 - as again I wasn't sent a link.
And the sound kept dropping in and out towards the end of the webinar. Such a shame as
Glenn's presentation has been excellent.
Also I haven't received a link to the slides and PDF recordings.
Last session I sent feedback saying that it would be really great to have access to the slides
before hand so that I could add my notes directly to these rather than having them on
separate papers - but theres has been no response/ feedback.

150 Another enjoyable and informative learning experience.
153 Lost sound a few times during the webinar tonight.  
154 Great clients stories, got quite emotional to see a gym and exercise from their view . Great

simple tools to use. 
Thank you very much

163 There was some buffering and losing bits of what Glenn was saying, not sure if that was my
connection or a tech issue?

166 I'm really enjoying this webinar series!
167 I am really enjoying this webinar series.  I find the 'live' aspect, particularly when Glenn is

talking about and drawing on his worksheets, very helpful and engaging.  Although I already
work in this area I find it interesting to see / hear how other people do things, and as Glenn
has a more 'structured' approach than me it has got me thinking about being a bit more
structured, particularly re the initial psycho-education.  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Results

Survey 352145

Number of records in this query: 41
Total records in survey: 209
Percentage of total: 19.62%
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q1

Which webinar did you attend today:

Answer Count Percentage

Foundations for Success (A1) 0 0.00%  
Mindset for Transformation (A2) 0 0.00%  
Naturally Healthy Habits (A3) 0 0.00%  
Freedom from Emotional Eating (A4) 41 100.00%  
Body Acceptance (A5) 0 0.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q1

Which webinar did you attend today:
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q3

I would rate the webinar overall as:

Answer Count Percentage

Very poor (L001) 0 0.00%  
Poor (L002) 0 0.00%  
Average (L003) 1 2.44%  
Good (L004) 12 29.27%  
Very good (L005) 28 68.29%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q3

I would rate the webinar overall as:
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ001)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar registration were smooth and efficient]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 2 4.88%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 1 2.44%  
Agree (L004) 14 34.15%  
Strongly agree (L005) 24 58.54%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ001)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar registration were smooth and efficient]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ2)

Webinar registration and delivery [The presentation was clear and logical]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 1 2.44%  
Agree (L004) 10 24.39%  
Strongly agree (L005) 30 73.17%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ2)

Webinar registration and delivery [The presentation was clear and logical]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ3)

Webinar registration and delivery [The stated learning aims were met]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 3 7.32%  
Agree (L004) 13 31.71%  
Strongly agree (L005) 25 60.98%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ3)

Webinar registration and delivery [The stated learning aims were met]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ4)

Webinar registration and delivery [The webinar enhanced my understanding of the topic]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 3 7.32%  
Agree (L004) 14 34.15%  
Strongly agree (L005) 24 58.54%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ4)

Webinar registration and delivery [The webinar enhanced my understanding of the topic]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ5)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar delivery were smooth and efficient]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 3 7.32%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 1 2.44%  
Agree (L004) 11 26.83%  
Strongly agree (L005) 26 63.41%  
No answer 0 0.00%  

                                      page 14 / 16



Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ5)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar delivery were smooth and efficient]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q4

Do you have any other comments about this webinar?

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 14 34.15%  
No answer 27 65.85%  

ID Response

178 Thank you
179 Excellent - many thanks to Glenn
181 I had a lot of technical difficulties- lot of freezing & stopping during the presentation.
182 For some reason I had difficulty viewing the program. I therefore missed the first 35 minutes.
184 so much information - Glenn must be so appreciated by his clients
189 Added to my knowledge and understanding of the topic in a very interesting and clear

manner.  Thank you.
197 Sound dropped out several times briefly.
198 Im not finding that  there are a lot of substance to the webinars in that I could pass onto

clients
199 The sound kept dropping out and video freezing initially - could be at my end - not sure.
200 as a regional psychologist I am so thrilled to be benefitting from these webinars
204 Thank you!
208 Once again my name was deleted half way through the session which then looks as though I

have not attended.  This is not the first time this has occurred.  It happened from session 2 to
4.  This time I screen snapped.

219 Overall, the series of webinars were helpful and well-presented with a great balance of
research and intervention approaches. Thank-you. 

227 Really enjoyed the Webinar and Glenn was always well prepared with great resources and
knowledge to share. Very grateful for Glenn's sharing and also his humbleness. 
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Results

Survey 352145

Number of records in this query: 23
Total records in survey: 209
Percentage of total: 11.00%
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q1

Which webinar did you attend today:

Answer Count Percentage

Foundations for Success (A1) 0 0.00%  
Mindset for Transformation (A2) 0 0.00%  
Naturally Healthy Habits (A3) 0 0.00%  
Freedom from Emotional Eating (A4) 0 0.00%  
Body Acceptance (A5) 23 100.00%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
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Field summary for Q1

Which webinar did you attend today:
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q3

I would rate the webinar overall as:

Answer Count Percentage

Very poor (L001) 0 0.00%  
Poor (L002) 0 0.00%  
Average (L003) 1 4.35%  
Good (L004) 5 21.74%  
Very good (L005) 17 73.91%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Field summary for Q3

I would rate the webinar overall as:
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ001)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar registration were smooth and efficient]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 0 0.00%  
Agree (L004) 10 43.48%  
Strongly agree (L005) 13 56.52%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ001)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar registration were smooth and efficient]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ2)

Webinar registration and delivery [The presentation was clear and logical]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 0 0.00%  
Agree (L004) 6 26.09%  
Strongly agree (L005) 17 73.91%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ2)

Webinar registration and delivery [The presentation was clear and logical]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ3)

Webinar registration and delivery [The stated learning aims were met]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 1 4.35%  
Agree (L004) 7 30.43%  
Strongly agree (L005) 15 65.22%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ3)

Webinar registration and delivery [The stated learning aims were met]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ4)

Webinar registration and delivery [The webinar enhanced my understanding of the topic]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 1 4.35%  
Agree (L004) 8 34.78%  
Strongly agree (L005) 14 60.87%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ4)

Webinar registration and delivery [The webinar enhanced my understanding of the topic]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ5)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar delivery were smooth and efficient]

Answer Count Percentage

Strongly disagree (L001) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (L002) 0 0.00%  
Neither agree nor disagree (L003) 1 4.35%  
Agree (L004) 8 34.78%  
Strongly agree (L005) 14 60.87%  
No answer 0 0.00%  
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q2(SQ5)

Webinar registration and delivery [Webinar delivery were smooth and efficient]
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Quick statistics
Survey 352145 'Webinar Evaluation (Weight Management)'

Field summary for Q4

Do you have any other comments about this webinar?

Answer Count Percentage

Answer 11 47.83%  
No answer 12 52.17%  

ID Response

214 Extremely good series.
215 it was great - thanks for making this so easy for regional workers
216 Many thanks to Glenn for tapping into the research on weight management and providing

me/us with strategies derived from that research. Many clients clearly will be the beneficiaries
of your work.

218 Thanks Glenn for the excellent webinar series.  
223 Thank you :)
226 Thank you  -  welldone
228 Thank you so much to Glen for all of his Webinars- they were effective and reassuring as well

as great value. 
231 The presentation on Body acceptance was extremely interesting, and has also added a whole

new dimension to the issue of weight management. It makes so much so sense. Thank you.
:-)

235 Please have more webinars like this ie: over a number of weeks/months
238 Too much focus on self-marketing for the presenter and for further training ,  I go the feeling I

was paying for his marketing via a webinar.
239 Congrads to Glen, and to the APS institute. I've been involved with four webinars in the past 6

months. This one was the best. 
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Q1 On a scale of 1 - 5 (where 1 is strongly disagree and 5 is strongly
agree) please rate the following:
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Q2 Given the topic, was this workshop:
Answered: 13 Skipped: 0
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Q3 In your opinion, was this workshop:
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Q5 On a scale of 1 - 5 (where 1 is Not satisfied at all and 5 is Very
satisfied) please rate the following:

Answered: 13 Skipped: 0
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Q6 How likely is it that you would recommend this workshop to a friend or
colleague?

Answered: 13 Skipped: 0
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Q7 Any further comments
Answered: 6 Skipped: 7

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Excellent course 11/3/2017 9:29 PM

2 presenter Glenn was absolutely fantastic who shared his knowledge and expertise so willingly and
effortlessly. He was very organised and well prepared. It was really enjoyable and excellent
professional development.

11/1/2017 3:45 PM

3 excellent workshop, well presented and communicated 11/1/2017 3:13 PM

4 I think the paper work should be given to you on the day, unless there are actual research papers
you have to read as preparation. I did not have facilities available to me to print off the powerpoint
notes. In addition, the people nearby me who had the notes, had struggled to print them
themselves.

9/27/2017 9:35 AM

5 catering could have been healthier, with more variety, especially on Day 2. Venue: meeting room
small, and noisy from a thin partition, could hear next door's presentation and music.

9/26/2017 2:29 PM

6 i guess i expected to learn a lot more new skills/information in this area however spent a lot of time
on SMART goals, values, problem solving, developing healthy eating and what Glenn's company
offers. This may be ok for some psychologists with not much knowledge in this area however i
have spent most of my life researching and applying skills in the area, and a lot of this
information/practical skills i already do with clients.I guess for me it was a refresher. The focus on
the latest research was useful.

9/25/2017 9:55 PM
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